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' already mentioned ha\ e levelled the small forts, where there
' were formerly Tahnahs, and by establishing themselves m
' others, have obtained possession in many towns of the tulput
' government share instead of grds
'At present (^ d 1747-8 to 1756), the provincial governor
' raises a force, and collects a tribute from the holders of wdntd
' in possession of the tulput, in proportion to the capability of
 *	each place, while he takes security from his own amildars (or
' officers) , but when the great landholders refuse to pay the
' tribute, what power has the provincial governor to enforce it ?
 *	and so faithless have they become that he cannot pass the
' city gate without an escort for them '
There were, however, causes wholly independent of the
Mohummedan conquest, which tended to reduce the power of
the Rajpoot chiefs The younger brothers of a family were
invariably considered entitled to a portion of the paternal
estate In the case of important chieftainships this right was
restncted to a portion of land, assigned as a maintenance, the
extent of which varied according to circumstances, and the
cadet, or 'phutayo,' was the vassal of the 'teelayut,' or
chieftain , but where the estate of a cadet was concerned, his
sons either divided the lands equally among themselves, or the
younger brothers, sharing alike, assigned a larger share to the
elder Had circumstances permitted the strict and regular
action of this system, it is manifest that the land-holding
families must have been in every case, as they really were in
many, reduced in a very few descents to the position of mere
cultivators But where no central government existed, and
where public and domestic war continually raged around
them, the cadets, such especially of them as were themselves
*	good Rajpoots,* frequently found opportunity for increasing
their inheritance at the point of the sword   Many, too, quitted
their patrimony to take military service at a distance from
home, and the greater mortality among the class, which was
inevitably the accompaniment of a state of chronic warfare,
aided in retarding the minute subdivision of lands    The
chieftain was always of right the heir, in the last resort, of the
cadet   Sometimes, where the share of the latter was insufficient
to supply his wants, he disposed of it by mortgage or sale to

